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Video and Animation for Multimedia
TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS: Course Description
This project-led elective covers the design, planning and production of
video and animation for computer-based interactive multimedia works.
It introduces design and communication students to the tools necessary
to create videos, motion graphics, animations and user-interfaces for
distribution on the web and other digital platforms.
Many of the students in this course are Interactive Multimedia or Graphic
Design majors. Any number of them will enter the workforce under the
assumption that they can comfortably work and remediate between print,
video, web and interactive environments. With this in mind, I have chosen
to focus the curriculum on utilizing the specific affordances of video and
animation in crafting effective communications.
Assignments offer the students a chance to interrogate how the medium
can aid them in reaching their audience and how the same message might
be articulated differently in a variety of media channels. Students explore
broad storytelling techniques which are especially applicable in animation
and motion graphics, but are transferable skills that can inform their
communications strategies in other media as well.
By the end of the course, students are expected to have the ability to
conceive, research, plan & produce motion graphic projects using the
techniques, concepts, and vocabulary of the industry. Focus is placed on the
process of concept development, visualization, feedback and revision.
While students must master various features of both Premier and After
Effects for this course, I focus on how these tools allow them to reach their
communications goals. By grounding the technical details in real-world
applications and deliverables that they can see and share, often complex
concepts are made more concrete and relatable.
As the students become more adept with the software, the projects build on
the processes from prior assignments. Creating a pitch video for a mobile
app, for example, will combine the text animation skills with 2D or 3D
motion graphics on a technical level, while also considering concepts of user
interface design.

Example Assignments:

Posters

Type Design Static and Motion
Composition is easier to grasp in a “static” or printed format. In this
assignment, you will design an 11” x 17” poster using a short quote from a
reputable artist or designer.
You will then animate the same quote in HDTV format both to learn After
Effects and better understand design composition in the context of the
motion graphic format and HDTV video “frame.”
The poster and the video should utilize the same elements. I.e. you may
design your poster in layers and bring those layers into After Effects to be
animated in your video.
The two deliverables need to look like two applications of the same idea—
like they are two elements in an ad campaign, for example.
The poster and the video should reinforce the message of your quote. The
text itself may act out the quote or your overall design may enforce the
concept described in the quote. Be creative!

Deliverables
Poster: 11x17 pdf
Video: 30-60 second mp4 compressed for upload to YouTube or Vimeo
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Videos

Click here to see a reel of selected student work
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Information Graphic
Now that we are comfortable with the basics of After Effects, such as setting
up our project, using keyframes and applying effects, we are going to build
on these skills to create a longer project.
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We are going to create an animation that utilizes multiple instances of text
and more than one scene to build a narrative that is informative. Conceive,
write, storyboard and animate short video that shares a thought, explains
something or tells a story to the viewer.
This could be explaining why geese fly in a V formation, what the goal of a
local non-profit is, the best way to build and ice cream sundae, or illustrating
the shrinking of the polar ice caps. As long as it is a story that can be told in
one to two minutes!
We will also incorporate music and/or other audio into our project. We will
want to have this audio support our communication goal. For example, it
would be jarring for an up-beat pop song to accompany statistics about the
extinction of an endangered species.

Deliverables
Approximately 1–2mn mp4 compressed for upload to YouTube or Vimeo
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Mobile App Pitch
Motion graphics are incredibly useful in explaining and “pitching” an idea.
This project will combine two design problems you may face as an animator/
motion graphics designer in digital media design.
Conceive, storyboard and plan a Mobile App for either iOS or Android. You
will come up with an idea for a new mobile app and design the elements of
the user interface (UI). We will discuss basic elements of UI and UX (user
experience) design and utilize this when creating our apps.
Then we will use our After Effects skills to present our apps in a video
format, pitching the idea as if to investors.
Your video can address questions such as: how does your app work; what is
new and different about your idea; what features are included in your app;
is your app social (and if so, what social media does it connect to, or is it its
own social platform); what gap in the current market does your app fill; or
what ‘pain point’ in current UX does your app address?

Deliverables
Approximately 1.5–2mn mp4 compressed for upload to YouTube or Vimeo
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